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Abstract
We present an algorithm for the accurate recovery of recursion coecients from quadrature formulas with positive
weights, based on the dierential form of the quotient-dierence algorithm. The process is slightly faster than the Gragg{
Harrod algorithm and is forward stable in the sense of componentwise relative error when the gaps between the nodes
are available as data. This result shows constructively that the converse problem is well posed when the data are required
to be accurate oating point numbers. This is not a contradiction of the examples given by Gragg and Harrod which
are ill posed in a vector norm, because in that case very small numbers are not required to have any signicant digits.
c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Gaussian quadrature formulas are ecient and elegant. They are deservedly popular as a com-
putational tool, and as a subject for mathematical investigation. From the point of view of the
numerical analyst, the calculation of Gaussian quadrature formulas is a particularly interesting prob-
lem. The converse problem, i.e., the stable recovery of the original information from which the
Gaussian formula was computed, has recently been recognized as a nontrivial problem in its own
right.
The converse problem has only become interesting because the forward problem is now well
understood, in the sense that we know from what data to start when calculating a Gaussian formula.
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Before computers, it was usual to think of a linear functional L on the space Pm of polynomials of
degree at most m in terms of its moments, i.e. the numbers i = Li with i(x) = xi; i= 0; 1; : : : ; m:
Since an n-point Gaussian formula
Gnf:=
nX
j=1
wjf(xj) (1)
for the functional L is determined by the property
Lf = Gnf; f 2 P2n−1; (2)
it can in principle be computed by solving the moment equations
nX
j=1
wjxij = i; i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2n− 1: (3)
There was therefore no reason whatsoever to think of the converse problem as anything but trivial:
it is solved simply by applying the Gaussian formula to the monomials.
All this changed when it was realized that the calculation of a Gaussian quadrature formula from
moments is an essentially ill-conditioned problem: a small change in the moments causes a large
change in the formula when the dimension m is large. It is therefore not surprising that the calculation
of the moments from the formula turns out to be extremely well conditioned. Even when the formula
is not particularly accurate, the moments are still recovered to high precision, to such an extent that
checking the moment equations (3) is totally useless for the purpose of assessing the quality of a
computed Gaussian formula [7].
Instead of starting from the moments, Stroud and Secrest [16] use the coecients of the three-term
recursion formula
p−1(x) = 0; (4)
p0(x) = 1; (5)
pk+1(x) = (x − ak)pk(x)− bkpk−1(x); k = 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1 (6)
as the data from which their exhaustive tables of Gaussian formulas are computed. The polynomials
pk are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form
hf; gi:=L(fg):
Golub and Welsch [8] provide a further insight by interpreting the Gaussian formula in terms of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobi matrix
(7)
The above beautiful intuitive compact notation for banded matrices, based on rotating them anti-
clockwise by an eighth-turn, seems to be due to Parlett [12]. Each node xj is an eigenvalue of J ; and
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its weight wj is 0 times the squared rst component of the corresponding normalized eigenvector.
This result shows that the Gaussian formula is indeed a well-conditioned function of the recursion
coecients. In the remainder of this paper the phrase \the converse problem of Gaussian quadrature"
or simply \the converse problem" will refer to the recovery of the Jacobi matrix from the quadrature
formula.
In this light the converse problem does become interesting, because the recursion coecients
are not so simply expressed in terms of the inner product. Gautschi [6] points out (in a dier-
ent context) that they can be computed by a discrete version of the algorithm of Stieltjes. The
formulas
bj =
hpj; pji
hpj−1; pj−1i ; (8)
aj =
hxpj; pji
hpj; pji ; (9)
are used in conjunction with (6) to compute the required quantities in the order b0; a0; p1; b1; a1;
p2 : : : starting from b0 = 0: In view of the exactness property (2) of the Gaussian formula, the
required inner products can be computed using the Gaussian formula itself. This observation seems
to lay the converse problem to rest. In fact, later authors [3,2] solve problems of recovering Jacobi
matrices from other spectral data by rst constructing the Gaussian formulas and then applying the
discrete Stieltjes algorithm.
There is, however, reason to distrust the discrete Stieltjes algorithm for high values of n: Gragg and
Harrod [9] show that it is equivalent to the Lanczos process for tridiagonalizing a symmetric matrix
(in this case, the diagonal matrix diag(x); with
p
w=[
p
w1
p
w2    pwn ]T as starting vector) and,
armed with this insight, construct some examples that demonstrate numerical instability. They oer
an alternative algorithm, based on ideas appearing as far back as Rutishauser [14], which does not
suer the same instability.
The Gragg{Harrod algorithm is based on the observation that"
c
p
b0eT
e
p
b0 J
#
is similar to
"
c
p
wTp
w diag(x)
#
; (10)
where c is any real number and e is the rst column of the identity matrix. They show how to
compute the similarity by using only Givens rotations in the (i; i+1) planes (always with i> 1; so c
never changes). Since only orthogonal transformations are involved, it follows from backward error
analysis that the error in the computed approximation J^ to J can fully be explained as perturbations
at roundo level in the data xj and wj: In other words, if perturbed values x^j and w^j are computed
from J^ ; then jjx− x^jj=jjxjj and jjw− w^jj=jjwjj will be at roundo level.
The rst two examples in [9] are constructed to defeat the Lanczos method. The data x and w
are selected to have either very nearly equal nodes or very nearly zero weights. The accuracy of
the process is checked by computing x^ and w^ from J^ and comparing them to x and w: The Gragg{
Harrod algorithm gives excellent results, whereas the discrete Stieltjes algorithm shows a gradual
deterioration, eventually resulting in no signicant digits remaining.
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A puzzling aspect of Gragg and Harrod [9] is however the bad results reported in Experiments
3 and 4. These experiments start from a known J ; from which the data x and w are computed.
There are now two tests: the comparison of J to J^ ; and the comparison of x and w to x^ and
w^: What happens in these experiments is that for suciently large n; the computed matrix J^ is
completely inaccurate | no signicant digits | but the corresponding x^ and w^ still satisfy the test
that jjx − x^jj=jjxjj and jjw − w^jj=jjwjj are at roundo level. Gragg and Harrod conclude from these
examples that the problem of reconstructing J from x and w is ill-posed, which is correct in the
sense of perturbations in a vector norm.
When attempting to reproduce the Gragg{Harrod results, we observed that the phenomenon they
describe starts to appear at a larger value of n than reported in [9]. The explanation for this dis-
crepancy is an innocent-looking sentence on p. 332 of Gragg and Harrod [9]: \After n= 50; some
[weights] underow and are set to zero". In fact, the onset of the apparent ill-posedness correlates
precisely to the point at which underow occurs, which is later on our more modern computer with
its larger exponent range. Because a vector norm is used in the criterion that jjw− w^jj=jjwjj should
be small, the underow appears to be harmless.
It is our contention that the apparent ill-posedness of this example is not ill-posedness as usually
understood, whereby the mere representation of the data in nite precision causes a large error in the
numerical result. Instead, it is a consequence of the nite exponent range of the computer, whereby
the relative error in the weights that underow suddenly jumps from near machine epsilon to 100%.
This raises the possibility that the problem of reconstructing J from x and w is well posed when
the data are known to good relative accuracy. In this paper we show that such is indeed the case,
by exhibiting an algorithm that is forward stable in oating-point arithmetic. Numerical experiments
indicate that the Gragg{Harrod algorithm is in fact equally stable, but we cannot prove this by the
same argument since some subtractions do occur.
Our algorithm furnishes a constructive proof of the following:
Theorem. Given the quantities j = xj − xj−1; j = 2; 3; : : : ; n and wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n; the quanti-
ties k = ak − x1; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n and bk ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n can be calculated in 92n2 + O(n) arith-
metic operations; all of which involve only addition, multiplication and division of positive
numbers.
A corollary is that if the data j and wj are given as oating point numbers to a relative accuracy
of ; then the output k and bk are computed to a relative accuracy of no larger than 92n
2+ O(n):
This implies that the computation is forward stable and that the converse problem is well posed in
oating-point computation in the absence of underow or overow.
The present paper is twofold. First, we oer an alternative derivation of the Gragg{Harrod algo-
rithm which is not based on the similarity (10). A small modication of the Golub{Welsch algorithm
yields an algorithm sqlgauss for calculating the weights of a Gaussian quadrature formula with the
property that every step is reversible. By reversing these steps, we obtain algorithm convqr for the
converse problem, which turns out to be exactly the Gragg{Harrod algorithm. Finally, we show that
another of Rutishauser’s ideas, the quotient-dierence algorithm, leads to an algorithm pftoqd for
the converse problem which, when implemented in the dierential forms [15] recently rediscovered
[4,12], furnishes a constructive proof of the above theorem.
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I must stress that the original work of Rutishauser, Gautschi, Golub and Welsch, Gragg and Harrod,
and Fernando and Parlett, is much deeper than anything in this paper. In fact, I am convinced that
Rutishauser himself would have found algorithm pftoqd with hardly a pause for thought, probably
deeming it worth just a one-sentence remark, had the converse problem of Gaussian quadrature been
put to him in 1968. If by a happy combination of their ideas I have managed to improve on their
original algorithms, it is because I could \stand on the shoulders of giants".
2. A reversible QL algorithm for Gaussian formulas
The Golub{Welsch algorithm for computing Gaussian formulas is just the QR algorithm for calcu-
lating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of J ; simplied so that only the rst component of each eigen-
vector is actually computed. In the remainder of this section J is to be thought of as a matrix-valued
computer variable that is being continually updated by the algorithms under discussion. Its starting
value in the algorithms that modify it is given by (7).
It is worth taking a closer look at the details of the QR algorithm with implicit shift : This
algorithm exploits the fact that the algorithm \factorize J − I = QR and compute QR + I" is a
similarity transform which can therefore be implemented as a sequence of plane rotations. As rst
proposed by Rutishauser [14], it operates by \chasing the bulge" downwards as follows:
Algorithm qrsweep: Implicit shift QR algorithm
input Shift 
modies Jacobi matrix J
Find cos  and sin  from tan =
p
b1=(a1 − ):
Perform a rotation by  in the (1; 2) plane.
for i from 2 to n− 1
Perform a rotation in the (i; i + 1) plane to annihilate the
newly created ‘bulge’ at (i − 1; i + 1):
end for
For our purpose it is enough to think of the inner loop as postmultiplication of the n2 submatrix
in columns i and i + 1 of J by a rotation matrix
G =

cos  −sin 
sin  cos 

followed by premultiplication of the corresponding rows by GT: In the Golub{Welsch algorithm, the
updating of eigenvectors simplies to the postmultiplication of [wj−1 wj] by G :
The original algorithm does the updating of the weights continually while J is being transformed
in the course of nding the nodes. An interesting alternative is oered by Parlett [11, p. 172], who
claims that the fastest method for computing eigenvectors is to compute all the eigenvalues rst,
and then to use them as exact (or \ultimate") shifts that will give convergence in one iteration. If
we modify the Golub{Welsch algorithm in this way, we obtain the following algorithm.
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Algorithm qrgauss: Weights by QR algorithm
input Nodes xj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
modies Jacobi matrix J
output Weights wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
wT = [1 0 0 : : : 0]
for j from n down to 1
Perform a QR step with implicit shift xj on J ;
updating the weights w1; w2; : : : ; wj in the process.
Deate by discarding the last row and column of J :
end for
w b0w
This algorithm depends on the numbering of the points and weights, but numerical evidence
suggests that its stability is not aected by changing the numbering.
Actually, Parlett recommends the QL rather than the QR algorithm because smaller eigenvalues
tend to be found before larger ones. In the context of Gaussian formulas, though, there is another
advantage, as we shall see. The QL algorithm looks exactly the same as the QR, except that the
initial rotation is made in the (n− 1; n) plane and the bulge is chased upwards, as follows:
Algorithm qlsweep: Implicit shift QL algorithm
input Shift 
modies Jacobi matrix J
Find cos  and sin  from tan =
p
bn−1=(an − ):
Perform a rotation by  in the (n− 1; n) plane.
for i from n− 1 down to 2
Perform a rotation in the (i − 1; i) plane to
annihilate the newly created ‘bulge’ at (i − 1; i + 1):
end for
If we use the QL rather than the QR algorithm to calculate weights, we obtain:
Algorithm qlgauss: Weights by QL algorithm
input Nodes xj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
modies Jacobi matrix J
output Weights wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
wT = [1 0 0 : : : 0]
for j from 1 to n− 1
Perform a QL step with implicit shift xj on J ;
updating weights wn; wn−1; : : : ; wj in the process.
Deate by discarding the rst row, column of J :
end for
w b0w
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The updating of weights now becomes particularly simple. The rst QL sweep aects the rst row
only at the very last step, when elements 1 and 2 are modied from [1 0] to [cos  sin ]: (This is a
property of the QL algorithm that is not so convenient in the case of the QR algorithm. There, the
rst rotation aects columns 1 and 2, so that after the rst sweep the whole rst row is nonzero.)
Column 1 does not change ever again, so we have w1 = b0 cos2 : Because of the deation, the
shortened rst row also has only a single nonzero in the leftmost position, so the second and later
weights are computed equally simply.
Modern implementations do not actually perform independent left and right rotations, but integrate
the inner loop of the QR or QL algorithm into a monolithic unit. Parlett [11, p. 169] recommends
the numerically stable, square-root-free PWK algorithm named after its developers Pal, Walker and
Kahan. In the PWK algorithm, as also in a recent improvement by Gates and Gragg [5], the rotation
coecients C = cos2  and S = sin2  are independently computed (not by C = 1 − S, etc.) for the
sake of greater oating-point accuracy. Taking advantage of this feature, the modied Golub{Welsch
algorithm becomes:
Algorithm sqlgauss: Weights by streamlined QL algorithm
input Nodes xj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
modies Jacobi matrix J
output Weights wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
 b0
for j from 1 to n− 1
Perform a QL step with implicit shift xj on J ;
retaining C and S from the last plane rotation.
wj  C
 S
Deate by discarding the rst row and column of J :
end for
wn  
Algorithm sqlgauss has not to my knowledge previously appeared in the literature, although
the remark on the bottom of p. 328 of Gragg and Harrod [9] suggests that they were aware of its
existence. It is clear that it computes the weights with fewer arithmetic operations than qrgauss,
since the updating of weights requires only 2 rather than 2j multiplications in addition to the QL or
QR sweep at each step. This fact raises the question of how accurate the weights might be, since the
use of ultimate shifts does not guarantee small subdiagonal elements in the transformed tridiagonal
matrix. In the present paper sqlgauss is used as a preparatory step in a new derivation of the
Gragg{Harrod algorithm, and we shall not pursue the question of the accuracy of sqlgauss further
here.
The crucial point from the point of view of recovering the Jacobi matrix from the Gaussian
formula is that Algorithm sqlgauss can be run backwards. The main loop then runs from n− 1 to
1; instead of deating a row and column is appended, consisting of zeros except for the element xj
in the (1; 1) position; and instead of a QL step a QR step is made. The only problem is that the
initial rotation is undetermined from the matrix because tan  reduces to 0=0: Instead we obtain C
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and S from wj and the current value of : The resulting algorithm is:
Algorithm convqr: Converse problem by QR algorithm
input Nodes and weights xj; wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
output Jacobi matrix J
 wn
J  [xn]
for j from n− 1 down to 1
Augment J by a rst column and row of zeros, but rst element xj:
Apply in the (1; 2) plane an initial rotation found from tan2 = =wj:
Chase the bulge downwards in J with implicit shift xj:
  + wj
end for
Algorithm convqr uses n(n−1)=2 rotations, each of which requires 3 divisions, 3 multiplications,
5 additions and one comparison when implemented as in [5].
A careful comparison reveals that algorithm convqr is in fact identical to that proposed by Gragg
and Harrod [9] when the points are added in the order n to 1 instead of the more natural 1 to n:
Unpublished preliminary computations by Lothar Reichel (personal communication by e-mail, 1997)
suggest that the Gragg{Harrod algorithm is not sensitive to the order in which points are added.
3. A qd algorithm for inverting Gaussian formulas
Our new algorithm for the converse problem is based on the quotient-dierence algorithm. Follow-
ing Rutishauser’s own approach, we stress the relationship between the qd algorithm and continued
fractions rather than the algebraic formulation which some later expositions adopt. This allows us to
regard the two qd algorithms as explicit realizations of certain operations on rational functions, by
which the continued fraction coecients of the transformed function are derived from those of the
original.
Section 3.1 summarizes known theory, although the emphasis on viewing the qd algorithm explic-
itly as a tool for carrying out certain transformations of (n − 1; n) rational functions is not as well
known as it ought to be. The other two subsections deal with the derivation and roundo properties
of the new algorithm.
3.1. Partial and continued fractions
The \circle of ideas" [9] surrounding Jacobi matrices, orthogonal polynomials, Gaussian formulas,
continued fractions, partial fractions, etc. is so rich that we can trace here only the outlines of what
we need in order to understand the next section. A terse but self-contained expose is given by Gragg
and Harrod [9], and a complete treatment by Akhiezer [1]. An interpretation of some of these ideas
in terms of factorizations of Jacobi matrices can be found in Fernando and Parlett [4], which is
also our source for the numerically stable implementations of the qd algorithms quoted here. The
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function r(x) dened below is the \generating function of the qd-row" of Rutishauser [15], except
that we have found it convenient to use a variable e0 instead of always using e0 = 1:
To any quadrature formula with positive nodes and weights there corresponds an (n−1; n) rational
function expressible either as a partial fraction
r(x) =
nX
j=1
wj
x − xj ;
as a Stieltjes continued fraction (or S-fraction) with positive coecients
r(x) =
e0
x−
q1
1−
e1
x−
q2
1−   
en−1
x−
qn
1
;
or as a Jacobi continued fraction (or J-fraction)
r(x) =
b0
x − a0−
b1
x − a1−   
bn−1
x − an−1 :
The coecients in the S-fraction can also be interpreted as two-term recursion coecients for a
system of orthogonal polynomials
u0(x) = 0; (11)
p0(x) = 1; (12)
uk+1(x) = xpk(x)− ekuk(x); (13)
pk+1(x) = uk+1(x)− qk+1pk(x): (14)
The J -fraction coecients appear in the three-term recursion formula (6) and in the Jacobi matrix
(7). The identical polynomials pk appear in both recursions. The two continued fractions can readily
be converted to each other because the coecients qk ; k=1; : : : ; n and ek ; k=1; : : : ; n−1, respectively,
form the diagonal of U and codiagonal of L; where J = LU is the LU factorization of J :
Conceptually, there are two qd algorithms. The input to each of them can be thought of as a
vector with 2n− 1 components labelled
(q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn):
Rutishauser calls this vector a qd-row. The algorithms are given here in the \dierential" forms
discovered by Rutishauser himself [15], but neglected until Fernando and Parlett [4,12] rediscovered
them.
The stationary qd algorithm calculates the S-fraction of Er from that of r; where
(Er)(x) = r(x + ):
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Algorithm dstqd(): from Parlett [12]
input Shift 
modies Coecients (q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn):
t  −
for k = 1 to n− 1
u qk
qk  qk + t
f  ek=qk
ek  fu
t  tf − 
end for
qn  qn + t
Each inner iteration of algorithm dstqd uses 1 division, 2 multiplications, 1 addition and 1
subtraction. Note that if < 0; the subtraction becomes an addition, so all the numbers involved
stay positive and there is no cancellation.
The progressive qd algorithm calculates the S-fraction of EZr from that of r; where
(Zr)(x) = xr(x)− lim
x!1 xr(x):
The algorithm given below ignores e0; as is customary, but when e0 is important, the step e0  q1e0
should be inserted before the main loop.
Algorithm dqds (): from Fernando and Parlett [4]
modies Coecients (q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn):
d q1 − 
for k = 1 to n− 1
qk  d+ ek
f  qk+1=qk
ek  fek
d fd− 
end for
qn  d
Each inner iteration of algorithm dqds uses 1 division, 2 multiplications, 1 addition and 1 sub-
traction. Note that if < 0; the subtraction becomes an addition, so all the numbers involved stay
positive and there is no cancellation. We will need only dqds(0), in which case the subtraction is
eliminated.
The qd algorithm can be used to nd eigenvalues of a positive denite Jacobi matrix. It is argued
by Fernando and Parlett [4] that it delivers greater componentwise relative accuracy than the QR
algorithm, which is stable in the Euclidean norm. We shall show that the argument applies with
even greater force to the converse problem.
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3.2. Derivation of the algorithm
Given the S-fraction of some rational function r(0)(x); the progressive qd algorithm can be used
to calculate the S-fraction of r(0)(x) + w=x by an algorithm given by Rutishauser [13]. Our second
algorithm for the converse problem is based on the repeated use of Rutishauser’s addition algorithm.
The following exposition diers considerably from that given by Rutishauser, being based entirely
on the interpretation of the qd algorithms in terms of the transformations E and Z; in the spirit of
the unnished appendix to Rutishauser’s posthumous book [15].
To keep the correspondence between rational functions and qd rows intact, it is necessary to work
in the theory with an augmented qd row
(e0; q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn):
We shall denote the augmented qd row of r(k) by Q(k) and its elements by e(k)j and q
(k)
j :
The steps in Rutishauser’s algorithm are:
1. Prepend the pair (1; w) to an augmented qd row Q(0) to form a longer augmented qd row Q(1):
By elementary algebra, we see that the corresponding rational function r(1) satises
r(1)(x) =
1
x−
w
1− r(0)(x) : (15)
2. Apply the progressive qd algorithm with shift zero to Q(1) to form the augmented qd row Q(2):
The corresponding rational function r(2) satises
r(2)(x) = Zr(1)(x) = xr(1)(x)− 1: (16)
Note that q(2)1 = w:
3. Discard the rst element of Q(2) and append a zero to form the augmented qd row Q(3): The
corresponding rational function r(3) satises
r(3)(x) = 1− q
(2)
1
xr(2)(x)
= 1− w
xr(2)(x)
: (17)
After eliminating r(1) and r(2) from (15){(17), one nds that
r(3)(x) =
w
x
+ r(0)(x):
Rutishauser [13] uses this technique to calculate the J-fraction of r(0)(x) + w=(x − ) from that of
r(0) by shifting the origin in the J-fraction, converting to an S-fraction, applying the above steps,
converting to a J-fraction, and shifting the origin back. The repeated use of such steps (not proposed
by Rutishauser) gives an algorithm for calculating the J-fraction from the Gaussian formula.
Such a process is needlessly cumbersome, though. It is much easier to avoid the J-fraction entirely
and to work only with S-fractions. The required origin shifts are made by the stationary qd algorithm,
not by subtraction in the J-fraction.
The following algorithm depends crucially on the numbering of the points and weights: we assume
the usual numbering
x1<x2<   <xn:
To simplify the notation, we dene x0 = 0 and j = xj − xj−1:
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comment Summation of a partial fraction
input Node dierences and weights j; wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
output The function r1(x) =
Pn
j=1 wj=(x − xj)
rn(x) wnx−n
for j = n− 1 down to 1
~rj(x) rj+1(x) + wjx
rj(x) ~rj(x − j)
end for
It is elementary to verify by induction that
rn−1(x) =
wn−1
x − n−1 +
wn
x − n−1 − n ;
rn−2(x) =
wn−2
x − n−2 +
wn−1
x − n−2 − n−1 +
wn
x − n−2 − n−1 − n ;
  =   
r1(x) =
w1
x − x1 +
w2
x − x2 +   +
wn
x − xn :
We now express the same algorithm in terms of qd rows. The Matlab notation Q(j : k) is used
for the subvector in positions j through k of Q: Although we are constructing an augmented qd row,
the algorithms dqd and dstqd() are applied to non-augmented qd rows, and therefore operate on
vectors with an odd number of elements (Fig. 1).
Algorithm pftoqd: Construct the augmented qd row of a partial fraction
input Node dierences and weights j; wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
output Augmented qd row (e0; q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn) of r(x):
Q  [w1; w2; : : : ; wn; 0; 0; : : : ; 0]
k  n+ 1
Q(k) n
comment Q(n : k) is the augmented qd row of rn
for j = n− 1 down to 1
Apply dqd to Q(j : k)
Apply dstqd(−j) to Q(j + 1 : k + 1)
k  k + 1
comment Q(j : k) is the augmented qd row of rj
end for
The total cost of pftoqd is approximately n2 divisions, 2n2 multiplications and 32n
2 additions for
a total of 92n
2 operations against the 32n
2 divisions, 32n
2 multiplications and 52n
2 additions for a total
of 112 n
2 operations of convqr.
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Fig. 1. Rutishauser’s qd tableau for computing the partial fraction decomposition of a Stieltjes continued fraction. Each
diagonal is computed southeast to northwest from the diagonal below it, using the rhombus rules. The underlined quantities
are the unknowns. In practice, the shifts would be determined rst by iteration, making the tableau overdetermined. In
algorithm pftoqd computation starts at the top and the unknowns are in the bottom diagonal.
3.3. Relation to Rutishauser's partial fraction algorithm
When the Stieltjes fraction of r and the poles xi are known, Rutishauser [13, Section II.10] gives
an algorithm for computing the residues in a single qd-scheme. In Gaussian quadrature terminology,
this is an algorithm for calculating the weights once the nodes are known. Rutishauser’s algorithm
can be formulated as follows (where the Matlab notation Q(k : −1 : j) is used for the reversal of
the subvector in positions k through j of Q):
Algorithm qdtopf: Convert an augmented qd row to a partial fraction
modies Augmented qd row Q = (e0; q1; e1; q2; : : : ; en−1; qn) of r(x)
input Node dierences j; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
output Weights wj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
for j = 1 to n− 1
Apply dqds(j) to Q(2n : −1 : 2j)
Q(2j) Q(2j − 1)
Apply dqd to Q(2n : −1 : 2j)
wj  Q(2j)
comment Q(2j − 1 : 2n) is the augmented qd-row of rj+1
end for
wn  Q(2n− 1)
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Fig. 1 shows the QD table for Algorithm qdtopf in the case n= 4:
Algorithm pftoqd can also be derived as a step-by-step reversal of qdtopf, except that we have
used dstqd instead of dqds. It is easy to verify that dstqd() applied to the qd-row [u; 0]; where
u is any vector with an even number of elements, produces exactly the same result Q by exactly
the same calculations as dqds() applied to [0; u]:
The converse is not true: if Q is a qd-row Q with pole ; dstqd() applied to Q and dqds()
applied to the reversal of Q respectively, produce [u; 0]; and the reversal of [0; u] only in exact
arithmetic. In fact, the step-by-step reversal of pftoqd leads to a catastrophically unstable way of
computing the partial fraction, whereas qdtopf is numerically stable.
3.4. Expected accumulation of roundo error
Starting from positive wj and increasing positive xj; all the numbers involved are positive, and
the only subtractions occur when the shifts j = xj − xj−1 are calculated. If these numbers are given
as data, that source of possible cancellation is avoided.
If the Jacobi matrix itself rather than its LU factorization is required, the additional computations
ak = qk+1 + ek ; bk = qkek (18)
need to be performed. In this case we can avoid the requirement of positive xj as follows: leave out
the very last step dstqd(−1) which would involve negative numbers, and perform the computations
(18), thus obtaining the elements of J−x1I to good relative accuracy, since here also no subtractions
are involved. Only when the origin shift ak  ak + x1 is computed does one run a risk of losing
relative accuracy through cancellation.
When the given data j; wj; j=1; 2; : : : ; n are all positive, all the quantities computed by algorithm
pftoqd remain positive and there are no subtractions. Therefore the relative error in each such
quantity is bounded by N; where N is the number of arithmetic operations needed to compute it
and  is the largest possible relative error that occurs in the addition, multiplication or division of two
positive machine numbers. The algorithm is therefore forward stable with respect to componentwise
relative error.
Owing to the recursive nature of the algorithm, each computed Q(i) depends on its predecessor
Q(i− 1); and therefore the computed value of qn =Q(2n) should be most subject to roundo error,
being dependent on all the arithmetic operations that have been made. As we have seen above, there
are approximately 92n
2 arithmetic operations in total.
This bound is much too pessimistic in practice. By the statistical model of roundo error (see e.g.
[10]), the expected value of the relative error is O(N 1=2); which gives an expected relative error of
O(n):
4. Numerical example
We consider the reconstruction of the Laguerre recursion coecients
ak = 2k + 1; bk = k2
(but b0 = 1) from Gauss{Laguerre quadrature formulas. This example is considered in [9], who
report that the computed Jacobi matrices are completely inaccurate for n>30; although the Gaussian
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Table 1
Maximum relative error in units of machine roundo incurred by two algorithms for the recovery of recursion coecients
pftoqd convqr
n a b a b
1 2 6 4 6
2 5 10 7 26
3 12 21 11 30
4 9 28 15 32
5 24 59 27 26
6 11 52 23 77
7 17 49 25 35
8 21 42 34 74
9 48 90 33 74
10 20 78 46 79
11 73 133 32 63
12 55 119 42 59
13 58 110 32 110
14 75 126 49 88
formulas computed from them are accurate to within a few units of machine epsilon in the points xj;
with some mild deterioration in the weights wj: They conclude, on the evidence of this and another
similar example, that the converse problem is ill-conditioned.
At rst sight it seems surprising that a matrix with no correct digits can deliver such accurate
quadrature formulas. The explanation lies in the way the error in the weights is measured in [9],
namely as
maxjwj − wjj=jjJ jj2:
In the Laguerre case, the weights become tiny as n grows, and therefore contribute a negligible
amount to the error criterion. When errors in the weights are measured in a vector norm, therefore, the
Laguerre converse problem is indeed ill-conditioned. Closer examination of the quadrature formula
obtained from the inaccurate Jacobi matrix produced by the Gragg{Harrod algorithm reveals that in
fact the relative error in the weights is comparable to that in the matrix. The example does therefore
not imply that the converse problem is unstable in the sense of componentwise relative error. We
believe that the Gragg{Harrod experiments produced an inaccurate J because of underow in the
weights, which had the eect that the data supplied were not in fact the correct Gaussian weights
for the given recursion coecients.
Since we are interested in componentwise relative stability, we prefer to measure the error in the
computed coecients by
a =
1

max
1− akak

and similar denitions for b; etc. Our numerical results were obtained using a machine with an
Intel coprocessor, for which = 2−52:
The Gauss{Laguerre formulas required as data were computed in extended precision (using one
step of sqlgauss for each weight on its own) and rounded to double precision. The resulting
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weights are believed (on the basis of comparison with a double-precision calculation, and the fact
that extended precision has 12 extra mantissa bits) to have a relative error of no more than ; and
the nodes to be the correctly rounded values, i.e., having a relative error of no more than =2:
The results are given in Table 1. It can be seen that the two algorithms are approximately equally
accurate, and that the results conform well to the O(n) behaviour expected for pftoqd. An analysis
of the relative error in sqlgauss, to explain why good relative accuracy is obtained in cases like
this, would be very interesting but is outside the scope of the present paper.
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